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Mirabel Newsletter
The end of any year is a cause for reflection.
This year in particular, being our 20th, has been
one of both reflecting and looking forward.
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An exciting start to 2019, made possible due to the immense generosity of
our supporters that provide the resources needed to sustain our growth.

The time has passed ridiculously fast but when we see the children who
are now sensational adults, it reminds us of just how long we’ve been
privileged to be working with countless Mirabel families.

We remain incredibly grateful to everyone involved in the many aspects
of Mirabel and their priceless contribution to the lives of current and
future Mirabel children. I look forward to another year of us working
together. And of course, once we’re moved and settled, please drop in
to our new office anytime – we’d love to see you!

The start of our 21st year will see us move into our own premises with
space to accommodate growing numbers of staff, children and carers.
We’re already planning extra activities and can’t wait to have the office
bustling with children and young people.

Jane Rowe
Founder/CEO

Ange & Bill’s Story
Ange and Bill had recently downsized to a small unit when they received
the tragic news of their daughters overdose. Although they knew she’d
battled with addiction in the past, they were unaware of her recent
struggles. Shocked and grieving, they immediately became full-time
carers to their four grandchildren aged 7 to 13.
It quickly became clear that the children hadn’t been going to school
regularly and each suffered a range of health and developmental issues.
Ange and Bill worried about how they would resource and pay for the
range of specialist appointments their grandchildren urgently needed,
whilst at the same time getting the children settled into a new home
and school.

Mirabel helped Ange and Bill navigate the many issues they were facing,
a priority being to engage tutors to help the kids catch up at school. Ange
and Bill now attend monthly kinship carer support meetings and have
formed close relationships with other grandparents. A group of them now
meet regularly to share fish and chips on the beach while the children play.

At school pick up one afternoon another grandmother approached Ange
and asked about her grandchildren. Ange was surprised to meet another
grandparent in the same situation and it was during this chance meeting
that Ange heard about Mirabel. She called Mirabel that afternoon and for
the first time spoke openly about the overwhelming grief that she was
feeling and her concerns for the children.

The older children recently attended their first Big Day Out and came
home talking about all the other kids they met who also live with their
Nan and Pop. Ange said it was like a heavy weight had been lifted off
their shoulders that day. They are all looking forward to a family holiday at
Mirabel Respite House where they can relax together and begin to feel a
little more confident about their future.

Mirabel 20 Year Kinship
Carers Lunch
We were thrilled to host a carers lunch in July to
celebrate our 20th anniversary and celebrate the
achievements of many Mirabel families. 63 current and
19 past carers joined us, including some of the very first
Mirabel carers. It was an emotional day for everyone
with much reminiscing, laughter and stories shared.
Some guests shared their reflections on being a
kinship carer and what Mirabel means to them.

Big Day Out

ComedyFest! Sydney

The best thing about being a kinship carer is
knowing you are helping and hopefully guiding your
grandchildren in the right direction. No matter how
challenging each day is and what hurdles you face,
at the end of the day when you hear I love you Nan,
it makes things feel right.
Maree

We are very grateful that 58 enthusiastic
corporate volunteers joined us on our recent
Big Days Out in Melbourne and Sydney.
143 Mirabel children enjoyed a day of
adventure and fun with their peers at Luna
Park. In addition to volunteers from Johnson
& Johnson and UBS in Sydney, we welcomed
Wilson Asset Management for the first time.
We couldn’t run these days without volunteers
and the children benefit so much from the
extra care and attention they receive.

Our major annual NSW fundraiser was
hosted by Lawrence Mooney who, with
Nate Valvo, provided hilarity to a sell-out
event. Mirabel’s growing NSW programs
depend on donations from the night
and we are incredibly grateful for the
generosity of both long-term and new
supporters who attended the evening.

Finding Mirabel and their emotional and financial
support along with camps for the children has been
a huge help to me personally. Tutoring and boys
group has helped educationally with understanding
the emotional trauma for children. The workers and
staff have been exceptional and with their support
all three grandchildren have been kicking goals
academically and sports wise.
You are an exceptional organization, without your
help and assistance I would really be struggling.
Love you ALL.

Grassroots Sports
Event Melbourne

Huge thanks to you and your team. You
did a sterling job. It was a very rewarding
experience for us all and we thoroughly
enjoyed ourselves.

Gayewynn

The Grassroots Sports Club
believes that all children
deserve to participate in sport
as it has numerous benefits.
We are very grateful that the
funds raised during the 10th
annual Spring Carnival Racing
Lunch help Mirabel children to
access sporting opportunities.
www.grassrootssc.com.au

I know I’m a bit exhausted and can’t think
how tired you guys must be.
Thanks again for the opportunity and we
hope to participate again with a larger
WAM team.
Best wishes, Louise Walsh
CEO Future Generation companies

At the end of the
day when they are all
clean, fed and ready
for bed. It always
makes me feel happy
that I have kept them
together.
Christine

Help support the Mirabel Foundation
Donate online at www.mirabelfoundation.org.au/donate
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